
that there is a way other than the communist way,-by which
the underdeveloped nations can overcome their weakness and
master their poverty" .

" . . . .the West is losing and the communists are
winning the contest in the underdeveloped countriés ."

"The central reason is that the advanced an d
industrialized Western countries of North America and
Western Europe and Australasia are growing richer while
the underdeveloped countries, outside the communist orbtt,
remain in dire poverty and insofar as they are advancing,
are moving very slowly .,t

"It is in this factual situation, it is in this soil,
that communism is expanding. For the Soviet Union has
succeeded in demonstrating that there is a way, though
harsh and cruel, by which .a country can be raised by the
bootstraps . "

What can Canada contribute to the .solution of these
problems which affect all mankind?

0

No nation with a like population has the same appoint-
ment with world responsibility as has .Canada .' She is respected
because it is admitted that she,has no ambitions to.expand, and
no aggressive purposes . Canada cannot .escape a world outlook
because of its,geographical location between .the U .S .S .R . and
the United Statés : Canadians .are a people of the world,for
whether in trade (in .which Canada is in fourth .position) or
in geographical position. Canadais .future depends on the degree
to which world understanding can be achieved.

Canada must be a world power in the things of the
spirit as well as in her material potential resources . It was
because of the importance and prestige .of.her world position
that I recently took a world trip designed to learn something
of Asia where, as in Africa, the major battles are being
fought today for-the souls and hearts of men . . Canada ha s
a message for mankind . Canadians have shown that peoples of
different races can live together. We are respected' because
we have been generally free from discrimination . We have .
recognized the need of the international application of the
Christian principles that nations, no less than individuals,
must be their "brother's keepers" . Canada has aroused no
hatreds or .suspicions in the hearts of men . Its contributions
of aid and in international assistance plans for underdeveloped
countries have no possible ulterior purposes or objectives .

The United States has assumed world-wide responsibilities,
and it is part of the communist technique to endeavour to plant
fears in the minds of Asian peoples that she is aggressive-
minded and that her assistance plans are sinister plots . Canada


